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“Lively, thought‑provoking, grounded in facts, and resolutely optimistic—these essays grapple with the big
questions of our time, from the rise of Trumpism and Brexit, to gender inequality and wealth taxation.”
— Gabriel Zucman, University of California, Berkeley

A chronicle of recent events that have shaken the world,
from the author of Capital in the Twenty‑First Century.
As a correspondent for the French newspaper Le Monde,
world-renowned
economist
Thomas
Piketty
has
documented the rise and fall of Trump, the drama of
Brexit, Emmanuel Macron’s ascendance to the French
presidency, the unfolding of a global pandemic, and much
else besides, always from the perspective of his fight for a
more equitable world.
This collection brings together those articles and is prefaced
by an extended introductory essay, in which Piketty argues
that the time has come to support an inclusive and
expansive conception of socialism as a counterweight
against the hypercapitalism that defines our current
economic ideology. These essays offer a first draft of
history from one of the world’s leading economists and
public figures, detailing the struggle against inequalities and
tax evasion, in favor of a federalist Europe and a
globalization more respectful of work and the environment.
9780300259667 | Oct 2021
£16.99 | 360pp. | HB

Praise for Time for Socialism
“Thomas Piketty’s personal journey from liberalism to socialism, at a time when socialism was in retreat, is a
mark of the man’s ethos but also evidence of the soul crushing inhumanity of our post-2008 hypercapitalism.
Reading this volume of collected essays offers important glimpses to the parallel evolution of our political
economy and of one of its most renowned scholars.”—Yanis Varoufakis, author of Another Now and leader of
MeRA25 in Greece's Parliament

Praise for Thomas Piketty
“Piketty [is] arguably the world’s leading expert on income and wealth inequality.”—Paul Krugman, New
York Times
“Piketty has emerged as a rock star of the policy-intellectual world. . . . But make no mistake, his work richly
deserves all the attention it is receiving.”—Lawrence H. Summers, Democracy
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“This impressive book will rapidly become the central reference point for systematically charting trends in
voting alignment across the globe.”—Mike Savage, author of The Return of Inequality: Social Change and the
Weight of the Past
The empirical starting point for anyone who wants to
understand political cleavages in the democratic world,
based on a unique dataset covering fifty countries since
World War II.
Who votes for whom and why? Why has growing inequality
in many parts of the world not led to renewed class-based
conflicts, seeming instead to have come with the emergence
of new divides over identity and integration? Political
Cleavages and Social Inequalities collects and examines a
treasure trove of information on the dynamics of
polarization in modern democracies to shed new light on
how political movements succeed in coalescing multiple
interests and identities in contemporary democracies.
It also helps us understand the conditions under which
conflicts over inequality become politically salient, as well
as the similarities and constraints of voters supporting
ethnonationalist politicians like Narendra Modi, Jair
Bolsonaro, Marine Le Pen, and Donald Trump.
Bringing together cutting-edge data and historical analysis,
editors Amory Gethin, Clara Martínez-Toledano, and
Thomas Piketty offer a vital resource for understanding the
voting patterns of the present and the likely sources of
future political conflict.
9780674248427 | Dec 2021
£31.95 | 656pp. | HB

9780674980822
£31.95 | 1104 pp. | HB

9780674737693
£28.95 | 1280 pp. | HB

9780674979857
£16.95 | 816 pp. | PB

9780674984554
£20.95 | 344 pp. | PB

9780674988088
£28.95 | 224 pp. | HB

9780674504806
£20.95 | 160 pp. | HB

